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Abstract – Cooperation is the fundamental underpinning of multi-agent systems, allowing agents to interact
to achieve their goals. However, agents must manage
the risk associated with interacting with others who have
different objectives, or who may fail to fulfill their commitments. In this paper, we consider the role of trust
and norms in a motivation-based view of agency. Motivations provide a means for representing and reasoning
about overall objectives, trust offers a mechanism for
modeling and reasoning about reliability, honesty, etc,
and norms provide a framework within which to apply
them.1
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Introduction

After over a decade of research into agent-based computing, it is clear that the concepts underlying the
paradigm are now firmly embedded in the general computational infrastructure. Regardless of whether the labels used correspond to those underpinning notions of
agents, modern computing is concerned with distribution rather than centralisation, with flexibility rather
than rigidity, and with independence rather than userintervention. Agent-based computing seeks to address
these concerns through the development of systems comprising multiple interacting entities that combine to offer better results than might be achieved if these entities
were to act alone.
In support of such aims, much progress has been
made. There are now a variety of agent toolkits, standards, methodologies, and development environments
to facilitate practical application development (an extensive review of which is available here [13]), as well
as coordination mechanisms (e.g. [12, 8]), negotiation
frameworks (e.g. [15]), regulatory frameworks [6], and
models for representing and reasoning about trust [17].
The introduction of large-scale open systems of this
kind is likely to lead to a new set of problems, however,
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relating to the effects of interactions between agents. Indeed, what we are beginning to witness is the emergence
of computational societies, of electronic organisations,
and of all the variety of good and bad consequences
that they bring with them. Just as in human societies,
we need to consider the impact of regulations and their
absence, of opportunistic and malicious behaviour, and
we need to find ways to organise and manage systems
in order to mitigate their potential deleterious effect on
a system as a whole. While some work has been done
on each of these concerns, their combination in largescale open systems has not been addressed, yet they are
fundamental requirements if the visions of Grid computing [9] and ambient intelligence [17], for example, are to
be realised.
In this paper, we examine how the notions of motivation, norms and trust can facilitate reasoning about
complex behaviour in large-scale open systems and inform the development of mechanisms to control behaviour, both when each notion is viewed in isolation
and as part of a more unified approach. If our aim is
to support the development of effective mechanisms to
deal with such systems, then we must provide an understanding of how motivations, norms and trust interact,
so that we can eventually provide guidance in the task
of developing mechanisms to manage open systems.
We begin by examining motivations, and explain how
they can act as control mechanisms for individual agent
behaviour. Subsequently, we discuss how norms can be
represented and their impact on agent behaviour and
the society in general be understood. Next, we examine
trust and discuss how it is related to both motivations
and norms. Finally, we outline a conceptual framework
that provides a view of the interplay between trust, motivations and norms.

2

Motivation

Much of computing, especially AI, is conceptualised
as taking place at the knowledge level, with computational activity being defined in terms of what to do, or
goals. Computation can then be undertaken to achieve
those goals, as is typical in planning, for example. How-
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ever, the reasons for the goals arising are typically not
considered, yet they may have important and substantial influence over their manner of achievement. If goals
determine what to do, these reasons, or motivations, determine why and consequently how.
The best illustration of the role of motivation in computing is perhaps in relation to autonomous agents
which, in essence, possess goals that are generated
within, rather than adopted from, other agents [14].
These goals are generated from motivations, which
are higher-level non-derivative components that characterise the nature of the agent. Motivations can be
considered to be the desires or preferences that affect
the outcome of a given reasoning or behavioural task.
For example, greed is not a goal in the classical artificial
intelligence sense since it does not specify a state of affairs to be achieved, nor is it describable in terms of the
environment. However, it may give rise to the generation of a goal to rob a bank. The motivation of greed
and the goal of robbing a bank are clearly distinct, with
the former providing a reason to do the latter, and the
latter specifying how to achieve the former.
Goals specify what must be achieved without specifying how, and in that sense, enable individual agents to
choose the best means available to them in deciding how
to achieve them. Although this gives a large degree of
freedom in the dynamic construction of multi-agent systems, virtual organisations, etc., it provides little by way
of direction, guidance, or meta-level control that may be
valuable in determining how best to achieve overarching aims. Motivations address this both by providing
the reasons for the goal, and by offering constraints on
how the goal might best be achieved when faced with
alternative courses of action.
Motivated agents are guided in their choice of activities by examining how different activities affect their
motivations. Those activities that best serve the agent’s
motivational interests are those that are pursued. This
approach is similar to the more traditional approach
that uses the notion of utility to guide agent activity.
Utility-based agents act under the principle of utilitymaximisation, in which activities with higher utility are
chosen over those with lower utility. In this way motivation and utility perform the same function for agents
— they both guide the agent’s choice of activities —
but, whereas utility is an economic abstraction of value
or benefit that is overlaid on an agent’s choices by the
agent designer, motivation is an internally derived measure of value determined both by a set of internal state
variables (such as hunger or thirst, for example) and the
external environment. For example, in the presence of
food, an agent may or may not choose to eat depending
on the state of its internal environment (specifically its
hunger motivation). In this sense, motivation grounds
the generation of measures of value such as utility in the
agent’s internal state, and thus is in a sense prior to and

generative of such notions. This enables an agent to calculate the utility of a given course of action on-the-fly,
based on its effects on the agent’s current motivational
state.
Motivation thus potentially offers a substantially
higher level of control than is available at present, and
which will become increasingly important for agents
that need to function in an autonomous yet persistent
manner while responding to changing circumstances.
Agent technology is a powerful computational tool but,
without the constraints that might be provided by motivations, agents may lack the required behavioural control. A motivational approach may also permit agents
to better understand and reason about another agent’s
choices and behaviour, particularly in application to interactions in large-scale open systems where fine-grained
control cannot be exerted, even if desired.
The scope here is great, with motivations providing
a means by which the reasons underlying such interactions can contribute to, and constrain, the ongoing
formation, operation and dissolution of multi-agent systems and virtual organisations, for example. Indeed,
the interplay between an agent’s motivations and the
rules and regulations, or norms, of the group to which
the agent belongs may have many implications on both
the effectiveness of the individual agent and the group.

3

Norms

It has been argued by many [2, 3, 4] that agents interacting in a common society need to be constrained
in order to avoid and solve conflicts, make agreements,
reduce complexity, and in general to achieve a desirable
social order. This is the role of norms, which represent
what ought to be done by a set of agents, and whose
fulfillment can be generally seen as a public good when
their benefits can be enjoyed by the overall society, organisation or group [1]. Research on norms and agents
has ranged from fundamental work on the importance
of norms in agent behaviour [4, 21] to proposing internal representations of norms [3, 22], considering their
emergence in groups of agents [23], and proposing logics for their formalisation [19, 24]. Despite such efforts
to understand how and why norms can be incorporated
into agents and multi-agent systems, there is still much
work to do.
The easiest way to represent and reason about norms
is by seeing them as built-in constraints where all the
restrictions and obligations of agents are obeyed absolutely without deliberation. In this view, the effort is left
to the system designer to ensure that all agents respond
in the required way and, consequently, that the overall
system behaves coherently. However, this may result in
inflexible systems that must be changed off-line when either the agents or the environment change. By contrast,
if a dynamic view of norms is taken, the flexibility of the
overall system can be assured [26]. Towards this end,
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agents must be endowed with abilities first, to adopt
new norms and then to comply with them. By introducing agents able to adopt norms, we allow the representation of multi-agent systems composed of heterogeneous
agents, independently designed, which can dynamically
belong to different societies (or multiple societies) with
the ability to adopt different roles [11]. This is a useful property for agents working virtual organizations,
coalitions and human society simulations. Moreover, if
this process is autonomous, agents may also have the
possibility of selecting the society to which they want
to belong, based on their own motivations and preferences.

3.1

Norm Compliance

Turning to the process of norm compliance, agents
can be represented as either entities that always comply with norms, or entities that autonomously choose
whether to do so. Both possibilities may cause conflicts between a society and the individuals within it.
On the one hand, if norm compliance is assumed, social goals (achieved through norm obedience) are guaranteed. However, personal goals may be frustrated by
obeying all the imposed norms because agents may lose
opportunities that new situations offer to their individual interests. On the other hand, if the decision of
whether to comply with a norm is left to the agent,
although personal interest may be satisfied, the system
becomes unpredictable when not all norms are obeyed,
and consequently society performance may be degraded.
In this situation, enforcement mechanisms can be introduced as a means of persuading agents to obey the
norms. That is, agents might comply with norms in order to either avoid a punishment or obtain a reward.
As a result, we need to consider agents able to deal
with norm adoption and compliance, as well as with the
sanctions and rewards associated with them. Moreover,
both adoption and fulfillment of norms are important
decision processes where agent autonomy, as defined by
the motivations of the agent, plays a significant role.
Norms are thus the mechanisms of a society to influence the behaviour of the agents within it. They can
be created from different sources, varying from built-in
norms to simple agreements between agents, or more
complex legal systems. They may persist over different
periods of time, for example until an agent dies, as long
as an agent remains in the society for which the norms
were issued, or just for a short period of time until a
normative goal is satisfied.
It is important to mention that adoption of and compliance with norms are two different, but related, processes. The first involves the agent’s acknowledgment of
three facts: it is part of the society, it is an addressee
of the norms, and the issuer of the norm is entitled to
do so. By contrast, compliance with norms involves
an agent’s commitment to obey the norm and there-

fore to achieve the associated normative goals. During
the norm adoption process, norms are recognised as duties by the agent. It knows the norm and, most of the
time, it is willing to obey it. However, at run-time the
situation of an agent may change, making it difficult to
maintain its compromise of obeying the norm, especially
if that norm is causing conflict with its individual goals.
Therefore, before complying with a norm, an agent must
evaluate whether its fulfillment will satisfy its personal
current motivations and preferences. In other words,
an autonomous agent must not only decide which goals
to pursue, how these goals can be achieved and which
external goals can be adopted [14], it also must decide
which norms to fulfill, based on its motivations. Sometimes norms are obeyed as an end just because agents
have intrinsic motivations to be social. Other times,
agents only obey norms if a punishment is applied for
not doing so, if they are rewarded, and others still are
guided by their internal motivation to be trusted. However, norms are sometimes violated, and to understand
why, we must also analyse the motivations agents have
to do so.

3.2

Enforcement Mechanisms

Some enforcement mechanisms are needed as a means
of ensuring that personal interests do not overcome social rules. Usually enforcement mechanisms are associated with punishments and rewards so that agents are
obliged to obey norms because of either the fear of being punished or the desire to gain something. However,
as some sociologists point out [10], punishments and rewards will only affect an agent’s decision to comply with
norms if they either hinder or benefit one of the agent’s
goals. That is, punishments cannot be taken into account if none of the agent’s interests (individual goals)
is hindered. For example, the norm of wearing fashionable clothes may have an associated punishment of
not being socially accepted. However, this applies just
to a specific group of agents, and there may be others less interested in being accepted, who therefore consider the fulfillment of that norm as unworthy. Rewards
are similarly a means to motivate agents only if one of
the agent’s goals receives benefits from such fulfillment.
Thus, we can say that punishments and rewards do not
have any effect on an agent’s decision if they are not
associated with some of the agent’s individual goals.
Now, since punishments and rewards are defined as
goals, in order to determine their effects on an agent’s
overarching goals, we need to understand when a goal
can either hinder or benefit another goal. In general,
a goal can hinder another when they are in conflict.
Sometimes this is easy to observe because the state of
one goal is simply the negation of the other, such as
being outside a room and inside it at the same time.
However, more generally conflicting situations are more
difficult to observe. For example, cleaning a room and
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watching a TV programme can be in conflict if they are
intended at the same time and in different places. Goals
receiving benefit are similar in that the easiest way to
observe situations where a goal benefits from another
is when both goals represent the same state but are
achieved by different agents.

3.3

Motivations for Norm Compliance

In general, norms are broken when their fulfillment
may hinder personal goals that agents consider as worthy for their personal interest, or when agents have internal motivations to reject external orders. Whatever
the causes to violate a norm, both society and individuals may be affected. On the one hand, societies
issue norms to be obeyed as mechanisms to achieve social goals, and it is expected that all society members
comply with them. On the other hand, agents have individual goals that may be frustrated in order to comply
with their duties. For example, in the case of the obligation to pay taxes, the society as a whole expects the
norm to be fulfilled as means of achieving social welfare,
but such an obligation may hinder the personal goals of
taking holidays abroad or buying something. In this
case, the decision concerns only the agent which, based
on its motivations and current situation, must decide
what is more important. Some careless agents may take
this decision just by considering both the normative and
their personal goals, but others may also take into consideration the consequences of being either punished or
rewarded. For example, if an agent decides not to pay
tax and continues with its goal towards holidays, it must
accept the consequences of being punished. Conversely,
if agents are cautious they must consider both the possibility of being punished and how much the punishment
may affect their other personal goals.

4

Trust

The discussion so far indicates that autonomous
agents decide whether to comply or not with norms
issued by society following an analysis of the tradeoffs between the consequences of complying or not with
a norm. Furthermore, this decision-making process is
influenced by how individual agents are motivated to
act within a society. This raises two important issues
with respect to how an agent society should be regulated and how individual agents should take decisions
about whether there is a risk involved in attempting
to cooperate with other agents. Firstly, an agent society as a whole should be concerned with the extent to
which individual agents will be willing to comply with
norms, and the effort that should be expended to ensure
norm compliance through enforcement and the severity
of sanctions. Secondly, individual agents should be concerned with the extent to which other agents that they
interact with, either through commitment or contract,
will be willing to perform any task resulting from the

interaction (either because agents are more willing to defect in pursuit of more utility somewhere else or because
there is uncertainty about whether agents can achieve
the task).
In both cases, computational models of trust (defined
as the positive expectation that an interaction partner will act benignly and cooperatively in situations in
which defecting would prove more profitable to itself [5])
have an important role to play. They can provide a conceptual framework for determining the appropriate level
of legislation that a society should impose through the
definition and enforcement of norms, and enable individual agents to decide how to manage the risk of interacting with others. Current research in trust mechanisms
for agents has focused on how individual agents may derive trust valuations for other agents, either through an
analysis of the history of interactions with an agent [18],
or by requesting reputation information from an existing
social network [20], in which reputation is understood as
a third party’s estimate of trustworthiness. There has
been little work that considers the interplay between
norms, motivation and trust, even though a framework
relating all three can provide a useful tool for aiding in
the design of agent societies and individual agents.

5

Trust, motivations and norms

The types of norms and motivations prevalent within
a society can significantly impact on the trust that an
agent can place both on the society, as an issuer and enforcer of norms, and as an entity that provides redress
in the face of malicious behaviour, and on individual
agents to act benignly and to fulfill their contracts or
commitments. Thus, it is important to provide a clear
understanding of the interplay between norms, motivations and trust and in this section we provide an outline
of these links.
In order to provide some means of reasoning about the
interplay between these three aspects we use a threedimensional space to identify different types of societies, based on the nature of norms, motivations and
trust prevalent within the society, and use some examples to draw links between them. We illustrate this
three-dimensional space in Figure 1. In Figure 1, the
y-axis represents norms and their enforcement, with an
increase in the value of y indicating the prevalence of
more strict norms and enforcement. This can constrain
the motivations of agents and prevent them from acting
maliciously if they intend to do so. The x-axis represents motivations, with an increase in the value of x
representing a prevalence of malicious motivations, indicating that agents are more likely to defect if they see
more utility in alternative interactions. Finally, the zaxis represents trust, with an increase in the value of z
indicating an increase in the trust that agents place in
other agents and, therefore, an increase in willingness
to cooperate with others. Finally, the squares labeled
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This approach space provides an effective means of
characterising and contrasting different types of societies so as to understand the interplay between norms,
motivation and trust. A designer can then make use of
such knowledge to decide the level of control that should
be enforced, and individual agents can use it to decide
the level of trust they can have in other agents.
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Figure 1: The interplay between norms, motivations and
trust
by a letter indicate different types of societies within
this space. There is, of course, another dimension (not
shown) which concerns the trust agents place in the society, and we will discuss this throughout.
The most extreme case is that of society D, in which
we have lax norms and enforcement, a prevalence of
malicious agents, but agents still placing trust in each
other. In such a situation, agents should carefully consider which agents they choose as interaction partners
since there is a high possibility that those partners will
defect and there is little protection through societal regulations. In fact, agents should display as little trust as
possible in such situations and move towards the C type
of society, where in the face of malicious behaviour and
no norms, trust in other agents is very low.
In the cases of societies G and H the level of trust that
agents show in each other is less important since the
society itself is heavily regulated through strict norms
and enforcement. Such a situation is similar to electronic institutions, in which each action is prescribed at
design-time and compliance is ensured [6, 7].
Now, in the cases where agents are more inclined to
behave benignly (A, B, E, and F ), there is less risk in
placing trust in individual agents and the amount of control imposed through norms is less important. In fact,
agents that are not willing to trust others, as in the case
of society A and E, may miss out in opportunities for
cooperation that could lead to positive results because
of their lack of trust in agents that are not intending to
act maliciously. In addition, for societies with a prevalence of benign agents excessive control, such as in the
cases of societies E and F , will hinder interactions and
individual agents without providing real benefits for the
society, since agents are, in any case, not likely to act
maliciously. The most efficient situation is that of society B, where agents are allowed freedom in the types
of interactions they can have, are not likely to act maliciously, and no effort is expended to control them.

Conclusions

Research in agent-based computing is now moving
to tackle the problems posed by open agent societies
where agent behaviour cannot be predicted and regulation and control mechanisms are necessary to mitigate
potentially deleterious effects. In this respect, motivations, norms and trust all have an important role to play
as part of the conceptual models that designers can access to develop solutions. Furthermore, these three issues are interrelated, and understanding how they are
related plays an important part in devising mechanisms
for different situations.
In this paper we discuss the notions of motivations
and norms, drawing from our existing work on these issues [25, 16], and relate them to trust through a consideration of the different types of societies that result from
the prevalence of stricter norms and enforcement, and
agents inclined to behave maliciously. Through a characterisation of the different types of societies we provide the foundation required to then support the choice
of appropriate control mechanisms for the society and
trust evaluation mechanisms for individual agents. In
the future, we aim to identify through experimentation
whether clear guidelines about the best course of action
can be defined for a wider range of society types.
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